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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Village of Chittenango received a donation of a nine acre parcel on the western edge of 
Chittenango Creek in the south of the Village downtown. The initial wishes of the donor were to 
develop the site into an arboretum/botanical park. The Chittenango Lion’s Club was placed in 
charge of overseeing the development of the site with the understanding that the land was to be 
used exclusively for public purposes that would benefit all community residents. Steve Kinne, a 
Lion’s Club member, contacted the SUNY ESF Center for Community Design Research within 
the Department of Landscape Architecture to seek assistance to investigate the characteristics of 
the site and to generate design concepts for the site. During the fall of 2010, junior landscape 
architect students worked with community residents to investigate the physical and factual 
characteristics of the site and determine suitable design interventions. This document describes 
the process and findings of the collaborative project and can be used to guide decisions the next 
stage of design development.  
 
 
THE DESIGN PROCESS 
 
Initial Site Visit 
 
During the first site visit on Monday, August 30th, students investigated the existing creek walk 
and village’s business streets. They were met by two members of the Lions Club who gave them 
a tour of the village and brought them to the proposed site.  
 
After the visit, each student recorded the physical 
site conditions and relationships through a series 
of graphic studies. Some of the students’ initial 
observations of the site included: 

• The site is relatively flat with the greatest 
grade change occurring near Dyke road  

• A historic dyke runs through the site’s 
southern portion 

• A large stand of ash trees exists on the 
western portion of site 

• Private residences are located across 
Chittenango Creek from the park site 

• The historic dyke creates a pool of 
standing water on neighboring property 

• The large intersection to the north of the 
site would pose a problem for pedestrians 

• Sun Chevy used car lot is directly north of 
the site 

• Chittenango Creek flows north along the 
eastern edge of the site 

 
Stakeholder Meetings and the Second Site 
Visit 



    

 
On Wednesday, September 8th, student groups met 
with nine different stakeholder groups in several 
different locations in the village to ask questions and 
record responses. The purpose of these interviews 
was to collect information and insight from the 
community members. The students also performed a 
more in-depth site observation and walked the site 
with landscape architect and visiting instructor Don 
Ferlow who provided insight into existing vegetation, 
wetlands and ecological relationships. 
 
Through their responses to the first set of questions, 
community members shared information about the 
context area and its relationship to the site. Aerial 
photos were used to help orientate the community 
groups and pinpoint the locations individual members 
were talking about. Based on the answers from the 
community groups responses to question one the 
students came to understand: 

• The site is located in close proximity to the 
schools in the village and offers the 
opportunity for field trips and projects. 

• The existing creekwalk in the village is located approximately one-quarter mile to the 
north of the site and is a valued recreational resource.  

• The intersection to the northwest of the site, at Routes 5 and 173, presents difficulties for 
pedestrians.  

• It is currently dangerous for bikers and walkers who travel along Dyke Road, adjacent to 
the site.  There are no sidewalks and vehicular traffic moves quickly. 

• There is a desire to link the neighborhoods to the south of the site with the village to the 
north. 

 
The second set of questions given to the community groups had them discuss their perspectives 
on the characteristics and features of the existing site. The community members were instructed 
to mark on an aerial photo specifically the areas they were discussing. Based on the answers 
from the community groups responses to question two the students discovered: 

• There is very little activity currently occurring on the site. 
• The historic dyke on the site kept the road from flooding. 
• There were two historic mills that operated on the site. 

 
The third set of questions given to the community focused on desired and appropriate activities 
and uses for the site. The purpose of this set of questions was for community members to 
brainstorm the types of activities that they think should be considered in the park development, 
based on who they anticipate will be using the site, their understanding of the site conditions, the 
location of the site within the village, and their perception of needed facilities in the community. 
Based on the answers from the community group’s responses to question three, the students 
determined a number of preferences and desires for use and program elements.  



    

• All residents should be able to use the site  
• The local schools will use the site 
• Fishermen will also use the site; Chittenango Creek is a nationally known trout stream 
• There is a need for handicap accessibility on the site 
• The site should be connected with the existing creek walk trail to create a greenway 

through the village 
• There should be both walking and biking trails 
• Create habitats for birds and other organisms  
• Promote sensory experiences for the blind 
• Label significant plant material for educational purposes 
• The site has major flooding issues and there are many limitations on the site because it is 

in a floodplain 
 
After each community group finished the three generic sets of questions, individual groups were 
given some supplemental questions that were specific to their expertise. The goal of these 
questions was to solve specific questions that were derived from the student’s initial site visit.   
The responses to all of the questions are included in the appendix as a series of matrices. 
 
Understanding the Site and Its Context 
 
Having visited the site twice and speaking with the community groups, the students documented 
the characteristics of the site through a series of graphic studies. Their first investigation was of 
the physical characteristics of the site. Students recorded their first impressions of how the site 
was physically organized. In their second graphic studies students focused on discovering what 
was not readily apparent on site. This process involved the students researching and analyzing 
data to get a richer understanding of how the site functions in its current state and what would be 
appropriate for the site as it is developed. They represented their findings through text and 
images on individual posters, which as a set provide a comprehensive perspective of the 
characteristics, opportunities and constraints.  Selected Factual Study posters are included in the 
Appendix B, and illustrate some of the following findings:  

• Cultural and Physical Context 
o The site is located within the village 

of Chittenango. Land use adjacent to 
the site includes a used car lot, dyke 
road, and private residences.  

o Chittenango Creek runs through the 
site. The creek originates to the 
south in Cazenovia Lake and flows 
north through the village to Oneida 
Lake.  It is designated a trout fishing 
stream and is well regarded within 
the fishing community. 

o There are opportunities to make connections to other open space and recreational 
resources in the village, and beyond. 

 
• Soils and floodplain 



    

o Most of the site is in the Chittenango 
Creek floodplain. The site floods 
regularly during the spring thaw, 
although the amount of flooding 
varies from year to year because of 
seasonal variations.  

o The site is made up of three soil 
types: Teel silt loam, Palmyra-
Arkport complex, and Wayland silt 
loam. Teel silt loam, a moderately 
well drained soil, takes up the 
majority of the site, while Wayland silt loam, a poorly drained soil is found on the 
southern portion of the site. Palmyra-Arkport complex, a well drained soil, is 
found outside the floodplain along Dyke road.  

 
• Vegetation and Wildlife 

o Both the wildlife and vegetation on the site are adapted to the floodplain. Much of 
the site plant species are typical of a sycamore-cottonwood floodplain forest. The 
two dominant tree species are Boxelder and Green Ash. (Ash trees throughout the 
northeast US are threatened by the Emerald Ash Borer, an insect pest for which 
there is no effective control known at this time.) 

o The existing understory is dense in most places and there are many non-native 
and invasive plant species on the site. 

o During the warmer months, mosquitoes are a constant presence on the site. 
 

• History 
o Chittenango was founded in 1812, although the first European settlement along 

the creek was in 1791. The village started on the other side of the creek where the 
present day car dealership is located. The roads which run through the village 
were originally Native American trails and were part of a connection of roads 
known as the Great Genesee Trail. In 1817 the village was connected to the Erie 
Canal, resulting in rapid growth in the village.  

o Chittenango is known for being the home of L. Frank Baum the author of The 
Wizard of Oz.  

o The proposed park site once had two mills on it a wool/cotton mill and grist mill. 
The historic dyke on site was built in 1825 and kept the Chittenango Creek from 
flooding Dyke Road. 

 
Design Goals 
Goals help to create a framework for approaching a design while establishing the basic needs 
that it must address. Design goals are useful to maintain focus in a project and can be used as a 
reference tool when creating the program for a site. The students were given a list of initial 
project goals by the Lion’s Club which were previously developed by the stakeholders in 
Chittenango.  These goals were confirmed during the meetings with the community stakeholders 
and through the students’ site investigations.  Each of the student designs illustrates different 
approaches to achieving these goals.  
 



    

1. Foster appreciation of the richness of biological diversity in native plant species 
2. Create an interactive, experiential learning environment 
3. Promote environmental awareness and provide a space for reflection on nature 
4. Restore an area of historical significance and preserve surviving artifacts 
5. Support a southern extension of the village Neighborhood Creek Walk trail system from 

downtown to the Valley Acres subdivision 
6. Encourage and support various forms (and levels) of recreation, including walking, 

fishing, bird watching, cross-country skiing, and so forth  
 
Design Studies 
Using their analysis of the information gathered during the community interviews, their collected 
inventory and additional research, the students created conceptual designs for the Chittenango 
Arboretum and Botanical Park.  These designs illustrate individual students’ ideas to highlight 
specific characteristics and features of the site and village, and their approaches to arboretum 
organization, circulation, access and desired program.  These were documented as site master 
plans at 1” =100’ scale, illustrated with section and elevation sketches. 
 
Community members had the opportunity to review and comment on the student designs at a 
presentation meeting in the village on the evening of 
November 8, 2010.  Seven students presented their 
work and in addition several more displayed their 
projects.  More than 50 community members attended 
the presentation.  They had the opportunity to talk 
directly with students, ask questions and to fill out 
comment forms.  After this meeting, the CCDR 
documented all of the comments, and through 
grouping of similar comments, determined the 
concepts and approaches that community members 
commented on most frequently.  The coded 
community comments are included in the Appendix 
D. 
 
Big Ideas from the Community Review 
 
While the projects that were presented and displayed represent only a portion of the work of the 
studio, documentation and analysis of the community comments provides insight into the ideas 
and strategies that they found interesting and appropriate for the site.  The understanding gained 
from this analysis should serve as the basis for the next stage in the park design process.    These 
big ideas are described in this section.  Student designs that illustrate possible ways of 
accomplishing those ideas are noted in the text, and those design studies are included in the 
Appendix C. 
 

1. Arboretum strategy – Arboretums can take many forms and serve multiple purposes.  
Since this was the focus of the design study just about all of student presenters described 
their arboretum form and characteristics.  Community members commented specifically 
on:  

a. Focus on education (Rachel Bower’s design),  



    

b. Labeling of plants (Megan Reymore and Jessica Ferguson) 
c. Emphasizing existing ecosystems on the site (Andrew Tufts) 
d. the concept of a botanical park (Meaghan Dalton) 

Ideas from student projects that illustrate other approaches: 
e. Self-guided tours (Sarah Russo) 
f. Outdoor classrooms (Charlotte Evanofski) 
g. Community garden (Zach Barker) 
 

2. Planting strategy – Planting strategy is related to the arboretum strategy but specifically 
focuses on the selection and location of plants and plant communities within the site 
design. 

a. Color diversity and blooming time – many community members commented 
positively about Meaghan Dalton’s concept of including blooming plants for 
multiple seasons, and plant groupings organized by color, height and bloom time 

b. Sensory gardens – the concept of gardens that are designed specifically to spark 
sensory experiences including touch, smell and hearing received several positive 
comments.  (Megan Reymore, Shawn Toifel, Brian Foser) 

c. Focus on native plants – a majority of the students proposed using primarily 
native plants, and community reviewers responded positively to this approach 
(Ryan Fogg, Meaghan Dalton, Jessica Ferguson).  Some students also recommend 
the removal of invasive and non-native plants which community members 
appreciated by recognized the difficulty of that process. 

 
3. Environmental concerns – There are several different environmental issues included in 

this category. 
a. Erosion prevention and mitigation– the use of willows to help prevent stream 

bank erosion was appreciated by several community members (Andrew Tufts).  
Ideas proposed by other students include reinforced banks (Meghan Raymore) 
and bank restoration (Shawn Toifel) 

b. Emerald Ash Borer impact – The predicted devastation of all native ash trees 
within the next 15 to 20 years by the Emerald Ash Borer resulted in design 
responses from a number of students due to the large stand of ash located in the 
western section of the site. Strategies included planting other trees around the ash 
grove to form a buffer that would eventually enclose an open space (Lauren 
Christler), planting saplings of other species in the ash grove (Marshall Allen), 
and performing selective clearing to allow natural succession to occur (Zach 
Barker) 

c. Seasonal flooding and wet areas – Some areas of the site have standing water or 
are wet during the late winter and spring.  Students suggested strategies to provide 
access to these areas through all seasons, including boardwalks (Kyle 
Weissenburger). 

d. Mosquito control – Related to standing water are the abundance of mosquitoes on 
the site, which if left uncontrolled will limit the usability of the site during the 
warm months of the year.  Student recommendations included thinning portions 
the existing tree canopy to allow sun penetration to dry the soil (Brian Foser, 
Megan Raymore, Edward Li); the cutting of drainage swales to promote drainage 
(Edward Li); and installing mosquito repelling plants.  The idea of creating 



    

habitat attractive to bats for natural control of mosquitoes was an interesting 
concept to many community members (Megan Raymore, Kyle Weissenburger) 

 
4. Program elements – There are some specific program elements that community members 

responded to and which should be considered for inclusion in the final site design. 
a. Picnic area(s) – Providing designated picnic areas received positive comments 

and they are shown in various layouts and locations in different student designs 
(in center of park - Jessica Ferguson; by creek - Lauren Christler) 

b. Parking – Almost all of the students accommodated parking in some way but the 
amount needed requires further consideration.  Community members seemed to 
agree that parking needs to be incorporated and that there be a way for school 
buses to safely discharge children.  For alternatives approaches see Ryan Fogg, 
Kyle Weissenburger, Jessica Ferguson, Andrew Tufts, and Megan Raymore) 

c. Fishing access – Fishing access areas were identified by several students.  
Community members specifically noted these as positive features (Jessica 
Ferguson,  Megan Raymore) 

d. Bathrooms – Bathrooms were proposed by one student who presented at the 
community meeting; there were several positive comments (Kyle Weissenburger) 

 
5. External Connections – It was important to many community members that the park be 

safely connected to other parts of the village’s pedestrian and bicycle system.  A number 
of strategies were proposed that fall into three basic categories. 

a. Greenway – community members responded very positively to the concept of 
linking this park to the other green spaces in the village and beyond, as part of a 
farther reaching greenway system that connects with the Erie Canal Trail (Ryan 
Fogg, also Shawn Toifel) 

b. Neighborhood to the south – given the lack of sidewalks along the road, providing 
trail connection with the neighborhood to the south should be considered 
(Amanda Bischoff,  Griffen Bell) 

c. Sidewalk connections to downtown – Making improvements to sidewalks in the 
downtown and providing sidewalk connections to the park received several 
positive comments (Megan Raymore) 

 
6. Internal Circulation- There are a number of ways to lay out a path system on the site.   

a. A two path system has different variations and was the most popular choice 
among the student designers.  Community members also seemed to appreciate 
options for alternative routes within the site. 

i. Express and meandering (Ryan Fogg, Kyle Knickerbocker) 
ii. Side sensory paths (Megan Dalton) 

iii. Side reflection areas (Jessica Ferguson) 
b. Closed loop trail (Zach Barker) 
c. Single trail with side features (Griffen Bell) 
 

7. Wildlife – Community members appreciated the interventions that would encourage the 
site as wildlife habitat, especially for birds and bats (described previously) 

a. Plant species to attract certain species (Amanda Bischoff) 
b. Creating bird watching spots (Edward Li) 



    

c. Habitat for wildlife ( Kyle Knickerbocker) 
 
 
Next Steps 
 
This project has fulfilled a number of goals that had been set by the Lion’s Club and by the ESF 
faculty.  The studies prepared by the SUNY ESF 3rd year landscape architecture students provide 
alternative ideas and approaches for developing the park site to fulfill the goals established by 
the stakeholders.  These can serve as the basis for establishing the program and conceptual 
direction during the schematic design stage with a licensed landscape architect or other design 
professional.     
 
There is obviously strong interest in the project within the village as witnessed by the large 
number of community members that participated in the stakeholder meetings and the design 
review.  Continuing to provide opportunities for different ways for community members to 
participate in the park design and implementation will help ensure its success. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



    

APPENDIX A –  
MATRICES OF COMMENTS FROM FIRST STAKEHOLDER 
MEETINGS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




































































































































































































































































































  


 





























































 






































































































































































































 




































































 





















































    

APPENDIX B -  
FACTUAL STUDIES 
 
HISTORY RELATED 
 Rachel Bowers 
 Emily DeGraff 
 
RELATIONSHIP TO VILLAGE AND REGION 
 Ryan Fogg 
 Charlotte Evanofski 
 Christine Pfalzer 
 
NATURAL FACTORS AND CONDITIONS 
 Kyle Weissenburger 
 Matt Tozzi 
 Jessica Ferguson 
 Meaghan Dalton 
 
OTHER INFLUENCES 
 Zach Barker 
 Lauren Chrisler 
 
 
 
 

























    

APPENDIX C -  
DESIGN STUDIES 
 
Selected design studies that were referenced in the report text are included as representative of 
concepts and ideas proposed by the studio.    They are organized in alphabetical order by last 
name. 
 
Marshall Allen 
Zachary Barker 
Griffin Bell 
Amanda Bischoff 
Rachel Bowers 
Lauren Christler 
Meaghan Dalton 
Charlotte Evanofski 
Jessica Ferguson 
Ryan Fogg 
Brian Foser 
Kyle Knickerbocker 
Edward Li 
Megan Reymore 
Sarah Russo 
Shawn Toifel 
Andrew Tufts 
Kyle Weissenburger 

 
 
 
 
 



































    

APPENDIX D -  
COMMUNITY COMMENTS 
 



Community Comments on Student Presentations ‐ November 8 2010
Coded by themes

Ryan  Megan D. Kyle Jessica  Andrew Meghan R. Rachel
Strengths

1 woods density photos bat habitat quiet locations keeping willow that prevent erosion
sticks with the mission of the park and it's connection 
w/ the creek walk mill wheel idea‐ great

dyke organized plants by height & when they bloom boardwalk & plants (hydrocitic) resuse of deer trails encourage birding attracting bats

historic piece of greater greenway wildflowers meadow area & mill fishing access
parking lot not in floodplain to avoid regulatory 
requirements fishing access

connection with town highight current areas of interest sun requirements monument (water wheel) continuation to happy valley minimal tree removal encourage additional street scaping
paths provides color no structures removal of non‐natives

bat area 2 offered a wide variety of plausible ideas good public speaking great job clear focus on botanical theme loved the creation of ecosystems
good to use the creek as a resource for fishermen and 
women like wheel design

fishing she seemed well organized and ready he incorporated a lot of do‐able ideas great to build birding spots different plant species
Ash well thought out control deer which might eat off vegetation
Native/non plants 3 good ideas good ideas about color diversity nice plan more simple ideas practical for growth good planning sculptures and historical areas
arboretum statergy use as a directional point liked water wheel very good ideas
water concerns rest areas

greenway 4 concept of link with other greenspace idea of siting pathway based on plant color  room idea like using trail size to create use hierarchy
juxtaposition of defined natural areas and labeled 
arboretum areas

utilzed historical backgroudn to plan different 
paths

Sensory Gardens
interprative signs could describe differend feels of 
the rooms large trail should be handicap accessible used historical artifacts on trails

Birds 5 well thought out liked idea of different colored trees like utilizes mill artifacts site identification with town dry up area ‐ good idea plants secondary paths for education
picnic area good use of what is there
bathrooms 6 knowledge of area and existing trees, etc photos great mosquito ‐ bats use of plants liked the presentation of trees over time bats to get rid of mosqutios was good timeline‐ history erie canal mills

erosion plant height ‐ blooming time parking ‐ rest area
series of photos of trees 0‐5‐10‐15 so we can see 
what the site will look like in the future layout of paths 

change over time seasonal looks historic remains really liked the her explanation of uses for areas interprative sculptures
color flooding concerns monoculture of plants
bloom sequence 7 bike access plan botanical park bat habitat remove invasives mix of trees label plants meandering path

2 path system color each season connect to neighborhoods promote natives ecosystems open canopy
express & meander created 2 paths park area & potty soils emphasize birding clean undergrowth

walk & bike plantings ‐ vines catalog tree species parking lot off dyke road promote bats
cross walks planned mill monument picnic area not in the floodplain sensory garden
yearly expansion of trees trail to follow historic use of property signage area more space for different uses fishing access

8 good presentation
like the concept of different colors durin different 
seasons different concept fishing access near kathy allow for growth in willows sidewalk connectors

I kind of like it

plantings ok but still like the last one better like the labeled plants for education
history part is interesting and falls in line with canal
museum

9 good detail & flexability with design
desigh of colors which are presented through the 
seasons I like having the diversity of a quick rt and scenic rt.  I like the concept best so far bat garden is an interesting concept

really interesting concept I also like the ideas of recreating some history has everything we are looking for
maybe incorporate some of megan's concept with 
different colors for different seasons like fishing points acknowledges our history

10 good art work use of native flowers addressed miquito and floodplain I like the identification of plants
the use of a perenial garden for education was 
interesting 

opening the canopy to dry the site up, which will bring 
mosquito population down use of sculptures to teach history

background planted for sequential bloom use of ash trees that may die?
using more streetscape to connect to existing trails is 
exciting secondary paths to be used as reflection areas

good use of native species
11 dressed appropriatly  appropriate dress like the mill replica good use of existing area good concepts good geometric thinking good geometric thinking

much clearer as to what the park would look like historical content approach is interesting
liked clearing out old materials & adding new 
plantings

12 tying in with other parks & using artifacts
use of plants to create an eye pleasing color palate 
for every season I likethe idea of rooms. good ideas like it being open  best speaker tunneled path areas

The bats for natural wildlife not so cluttered, more social lookouts over the creek
13 uses native trees and shrubs love the color rhythm  love the bat idea species on site sections by tree species showcase areas of natural growth mill wheel path pattern

green space continum idea is great connection like the old mill idea soils on sie willows for erosion opened up thick canopy native american tribes
14 I like the center place with lanes leading up to it color during each season is great develop bat habitat ‐ good idea color coded tree types birding bat gardens historic sculptures

host marathon there bathrooms ‐ good deer trails for walking trails parking lot century gardens site is not very diverse

neat wet area‐ with boardwalk  invasives are eliminated ‐ good idea took ino condsideration the bird life too many bats ‐ for me! new plant species in more contemplative areas
very easy to picture parking, picnic area, fishing I prefer blue bird nesting boxes

15 considers existing parks and tying them together took into account access to the area ideas for mosquito control one path being more for exploring
good visualization of ideas botanical room idea is good showed soil conditions and invasive plants took into consideration parking no mention of history like spoke and industrial path

good versatility looked at bird habitat historical park unique 
16 good concept increase color variety in different seasons like connection to downtown like picnic area, fishing area like parking lot off dyke road like fishing spots excellent education design

paths condusive to recreation for all ages location of parking
17 color varietys bats includes no added evergreens open canopy history included

seasons signage keep willows bats gardens like the central gathering area
mill  sidewalk to village
planting scheme

18 highlights current points of interest Thought about providing optimum eye appeal  bat habitat for mosquito invasives and non‐invasives good 3 areas love the mission statement
combines botanicals with history in a nice overall 
way

ideas for events bloom time I like the historical concerns like the picnic area highschool will gets lots of use good misquito idea grat historical references

thought about incorporating outlying areas‐ tourism? timeline 5‐15yrs helps conceptualizing sensory garden
19 kept nature first plant education bat habitat ‐ good good people use erosion considerations open up canopy ‐ let more sun in canal connection 

making site interesting
this plan allows one to follow growth diversity and 
follow progress restrooms ‐ good future population bat gardens trail center‐spokes is a great idea
Ash problem taken into account historic boardwalk ‐ good native american influence 

straight thru walk

20 focus on biodiversity inventory of plant and organized representation
incorporating historical context so as to not forget 
it emphasising ecosytems that exist on the site important to incorporate parking historical connection



liked the express route combined with winding trail 
through the site focus on context and access to

creation of outdoor rooms using various plant 
materials bat abatement solution interesting love mill wheel concept

focus on seasonal color representation like contemplation areas

21 connectivity "link in the chain" assesment of plants on the site develop bat habitat to control misquito
like idea of an alley of birch and introducing 
species for birds labeled plants mills

increase biodiversity height‐ bloom sequence utilizes historical remenants  growing up in park bat gardens representing history of site
express route through the site increas color variety parking close to business district sensory garden focus on education
alternate route to explore color during each season is great fishing access

22 utilizes dyke as trail (expressway) adding additional crosswalks bat habitat seating growing with the community ‐ great! bat gardens ‐ great! I liked her idea of bringing the history into the site
likes to other trails (erie canal) hydrophyllic plants in wet areas loved the picnic and playground idea
native trees/shrubs lilaco are good‐ privact, smell, handy

blackberries grouped stands of vegetation ‐good
the waterwheel should be near the orginal 
location to be historical

23 knows what he is talking about wonderful great idea for bat habitat for bugs very good detailed presentation very thoughtful
24 tied into surrounding green space analyzed plant life akternative access points too many evergreens

1, 10, 20  year growth  1, 5, 15 year growth boardwalk along dyke roots don’t secure creek banks

good speices utlizing existing non‐invasives plants
different sections based on different species 
already on site

meets deisgh criteria for both rec and educational 
aspects capitalize on history of use of the site

25 use of plants which bloom during different seasons historical artifacts used in design planned the design so it can grow with the village fishing access its relationship to erie canal
utilization of wet area as part of trail and particular 
plants to help absorb water paths layed out in mill wheel pattern
porta‐johns education element

26
like the connectivitiy; possibly connecting to lehigh 
valley, erie canal

good idea for ground cover ‐ using natives that are 
already there & not bothered by deer

using sculpture and structure to teach about 
history

good that this design is less costly than some of those 
proposed

good idea to provide species that will provide food 
for birds and other animals

non‐native species!
excellent idea to have different levels of tree and 
shrub growth

connection to erie canal and green lakes set a level and program for tree removal

27
good plan for color for each season w/ trees, 
shrubs, and wildflowers

good idea ‐ bat habitat & bog plants near the dyke 
and historic idea development

remove invasive plants to replace with native 
species

how many vehicles would be anticipated for 
parking area good idea to clean out undergrowth historic ideas good
bird habitat good idea have bat areas mill shaped paths... interesting

Concerns
non‐natives that exist at the site crosswalks? waterwheel? fishing access planned for northwest section parking? clean up and dry out Cost?

are bike paths different than walking paths for safety maintainence needs to clear trees is the meadow area in the floodplain parking for school buses what would students like on the site

no area for parking
manpower to clear ash & replace with suggested 
species wouldn't a waterwheel be costly work involved to remove invasives

berries are great but not the thorns removing ash trees before ash borer invades
what would the maintance be on the reproduction 
mill will area dry out?

water runoff selection of new trees and plants stone benches are costly school bus parking
traffic impact place to leave car near entrance  cost?  should different species be considered
bike lanes on rt 5 are a state concern and would need 
their approval connection to the village is a problem water control? use of ash trees after they die

what will look like for first five years bats and rabies
pedestrian crossing on rt 5 would need to be 
limited as it is a state highway




